Here is a summary of the change in text of the license (9 versions of the file).I numbered them from v1 (latest) to v9 (oldest)v9   Fri Jan 16, 1998:	contains GPLv1v8  Wed Jan 20, 1999: contains GPLv2	From v9 to v8: Changed from Version 1 to Version 2 of the GPL —> nothing needed of SPDX-LL, both these licenses already on listv7  Wed Jul 11, 2001: first Ruby license; disjunctive choice of GPL or “conditions below” —> we’ll call this Ruby-1.0 for purposes here) 	v6  Fri Jul 13, 2001: Ruby or GPL	From v7 to v6: 		- Section 4, second sentence “not under this terms” in v7; changed to “not under these terms” in v6		- Section 4, second paragraph - lists actual files names in v7; changed to generic reference in v6			v7: “They are utils.c(partly), regex.[ch], st.[ch] and some files under the ./missing directory.  See each file for the copying condition.”			v6: “ For the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the file LEGAL.”—> we’ll call this Ruby-2.0 for purposes here - need to discuss whether these changes warrant a “new” version or can be accommodated via matching guidelines??v5  Sat Sep 8, 2001: Ruby or GPL	From v6 to v5: change in email for author—> I’d argue that a change in email address only does not constitute a new version of the license and can be accommodated via license matching guidelines/template (still version 2.0)v4  Thu Feb 21, 2002: Ruby or GPL	From v5 to v4: Sections 3, 3(a), and 3(c): change in term “binary” or “binaries” in v5  to “executable” or “executables” for v4—> I’d argue that change from “binaries” to “executables” does not constitute a new version of the license and can be accommodated via license matching guidelines/template (still version 2.0)v3  Mon Feb 25, 2002:	From v4 to v3: Section 2(c) changes from: 		v4: “rename any non-standard binaries so the names do not conflict with standard binaries, which must also be provided.” 		v3: “give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with instructions on where to get the original software distribution.” —> similar meaning, but arguably different meaning in regards to how to affect compliance (calling this v3.0 for purposes here)v2  Fri Jun 9, 2006: Ruby or GPL	From v3 to v2: v2 adds specific version info (“version 2 of the GPL”) in the intro language, whereas v3 and previous versions just stated “the GPL,” which would imply any version could be chosen—> it is questionable (as per previous discussions on the SPDX legal calls re: Ruby license) whether the intro paragraph re: the disjunctive license choice is really part of the Ruby license proper.  If it is, then this is surely a material difference; if it is not, then this difference would not implicate a different license version.  (will call this v4.0 for discussion purposes here)v1. Wed Sep 15, 2010:  Ruby or BSD-2-Clause	From v2 to v1:  change in intro language from choice of GPL or Ruby to choice of BSD-2-Clause or Ruby—> same issue as in v3 to v2; questionable (as per previous discussions on the SPDX legal calls re: Ruby license) whether the intro paragraph re: the disjunctive license choice is really part of the Ruby license proper.  If it is, then this is surely a material difference; if it is not, then this difference would not implicate a different license version. for purposes of discussion here, will call this v5.0 for discussion purposes here.IN SUM:the issues we need to answer are:1) Are the differences between (as referred to here) v1.0 through v5.0 of the Ruby license material enough to be considered different licenses as per the SPDX License List?2) Regardless of how many “versions” of the Ruby license we come up with (there seems to be clearly more than one) how do we accurately capture in the SPDX License List in regards to naming and short identifiers in a way that the Ruby project might also recognize?
